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This Paper develops a methodology to compute transport costs at low infra-
country geographical levels. This simultaneously accounts for the real network 
infrastructure, a distance cost (fuel, repair, tolls), and a time opportunity cost 
(wages, insurance and general charges, vehicle use).  

When considering levels, geodesic distance, real distance, and real time are 
shown to be good substitutes to the measure we develop. By contrast, 
variations across time are poorly captured by these simpler transport cost 
measures. Besides, the large decrease in transport costs that occurred in 
France between 1978 and 1998 – namely 38:2% – is shown to be mainly due 
to technology improvements and deregulation. New transport infrastructures, 
which contribute only marginally to this decline, shape the spatial pattern of 
accessibility improvements, however. 
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1 Introduction

Empirical research on trade and regional inequalities has experienced significant improvements
within last years. Estimation methods as well as trade and local income data have become more
sophisticated and really valuable attempts have been made to link empirical estimations to theory.
By contrast, it is surprising how neglectful has been this literature as regards a variable that is
really critical in such estimations, transport costs.

The literature uses, to date, three main families of transport cost measures. The simplest one
assumes that transport costs represent a given share of the value traded, which is independent
of the origin and destination. The most sophisticated ones are based on the comparison of “free-
on-board” (fob) and “cost-insurance-freight” (cif) values of trade flows or directly on freight
expenditures by transport companies. These measures do not depend only on the origin and
destination, but also on the transport mode and on the commodity carried. While relevant,
especially in the last updates computed by Hummels (1999a,b, 2001) or Bernard et al. (2002),
they are not available for all countries. More importantly, they do not exist at geographical levels
lower than countries, such as regions or cities. However, these lower geographical scales have been
proved by economic geography and urban economics to be more relevant to study agglomeration
economies on which trade and regional inequalities depend. The third family of transport cost
measures is more crude, but can be computed at such low geographical levels. This consists in
using geodesic (“great circle”) distances, as a proxy for transport costs.

This paper proposes an alternative methodology to compute transport costs at low geograph-
ical levels. The measure encompasses many more effects than standard ones. Its properties are
studied and comparisons with alternative strategies are provided. This builds on the example
of France and road transport at the 341 employment area level and over a two-decade period of
time, 1978-1998.

First, the transport cost measure we present is based on the real transport network. This
takes into account real geography and the real structure of the network. This is not allowed by
the geodesic distance, which assumes that transport costs are the same whatever the direction
of shipment as if the world were a plan parking lot. This is an important issue, as noticed by
Gallup, Sachs, and Mellinger (1999), since “by neglecting geography variables, we may well tend
to overstate the role of policy variables in economic growth, and to neglect some deeper obstacles.”

Second, the transport cost measure we compute includes two types of costs. The first ones are
linked to the real distance between origin and destination and are due to energy, vehicle repair,
and tolls possibly. The second ones are associated with the opportunity cost of time, as embodied
in the vehicle operator’s wage, in the vehicle renewal costs, and in insurances, taxes, and general
charges.

This measure presents nice properties on top of reflecting the real costs incurred by carriers.
First, geodesic distance is constant across time, by definition. By contrast, the transport cost
measure we propose varies due to changes in both distance and time costs, therefore capturing
as well technology improvements as transport industry and public policy features.

Next, a property that is fulfilled by none of standard measures stems from our methodology.
The contribution of each component of transport costs can be isolated. For instance, one can
compute the share of energy in transport costs, or of infrastructure improvements on the transport
cost decline. Thus, transport policy implications can be more precisely assessed. Gallup, Sachs,
and Mellinger (1999) underline the importance of such a property: “How much of [the] differences
[in transport costs] are related to policy, market structure, or physical geography? How are
transport costs likely to change as a result of new information technologies, improved inter-modal
transport, and other trends?”. The measure we develop clearly tends towards answering this kind
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of questions.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 details the transport cost measures that
have been used, to date, in economic literature and compare their properties to those of an ideal
measure. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of the original methodology we develop to
calculate transport costs. Section 4 provides descriptive statistics on their determinants, levels
and evolution in France during the 1978-1998 period. Last, it compares the magnitude and spatial
impact of each transport cost sources (infrastructure, energy, technology, and deregulation). We
show that geodesic distance, real distance, and real time are good substitutes in levels to the
measure we develop. By contrast, variations across time are poorly captured by these simpler
transport cost measures. Furthermore, the large decrease in transport costs, -38.2%, that occurred
in France between 1978 and 1998 is shown to be mainly due to technology improvements and
to the deregulation of the transport industry that took place in France during the 1980s. New
transport infrastructures only marginally contribute to this decline, but they shape the spatial
pattern of accessibility improvements.

2 Transport costs measures in the economic literature

Remarkably, there exists no source of data that provides adequate measures and permits an
exhaustive description of transport costs for a large sample of developed and developing countries.
In this section, we first enumerate the criteria that a good measure of transport costs should meet
(section 2.1). We then present the standard measures that are available (section 2.2) and examine
which of these properties they fulfill.

2.1 Criteria that should satisfy an ideal transport cost measure

The first criterion that a transport cost measure should satisfy refers to its variability across
regions.

Criterion C1 - Origin and destination The transport cost measure should depend on both
the origin and destination it refers to.

Even if such a property sounds obvious, we show below that criterion C1 is not always satisfied
by some transport cost measures used in empirical studies. However, freight charges vary con-
siderably across trading partners. Hummels (1999a) shows for instance that the average freight
expenditure bill as a proportion of the value of manufacturing imports is 10.3% in the US, 15.5%
in Argentina, and 17.7% in Brazil. Limão and Venables (1999) report that the cost of shipping a
standardized 40 foot container from Baltimore to various West African destinations varies from
$3,000 (Cote d’Ivoire) to $13,000 (Central African Republic), through $7,000 (Benin, Burkina
Faso). Table 1, reproduced from Radelet and Sachs (1998), reports, for a few countries, the 1965-
1990 average of the transport cost “band”. This transport cost measure, on which we provide
a more detailed analysis in the next section, is defined as the ratio of the cost-insurance-freight
(cif) to the free-on-board (fob) values of trade minus 1. Variations across countries appear to be
quite large, ranging from 41.7% for Mali to 1.8% for Switzerland.

Actually, criterion C1 is driven by two effects that work on transport cost jointly with physical
geography:

Effect C1a - Distance Transport costs depend on the real distance covered between origin and
destination.
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Table 1: Cif/Fob Bands, 1965-1990 Average

Country cif
fob

band Country cif
fob

band Country cif
fob

band Country cif
fob

band

Mali 41.7 New Zealand 11.5 Japan 9.0 Finland 4.8
Rwanda 40.6 Venezuela 11.3 South Africa 8.3 Mexico 4.8
Chad 33.6 Zimbabwe 11.2 Israel 7.6 Denmark 4.5

Burkina Faso 28.8 Thailand 11.0 Italy 7.1 France 4.2
Niger 19.5 Uganda 10.9 Tunisia 6.7 Austria 4.1
Togo 19.3 Cyprus 10.5 Spain 6.4 United States 4.1

Zambia 18.1 Australia 10.3 Singapore 6.1 Sweden 3.5
Greece 13.0 Portugal 10.3 United Kingdom 6.0 West Germany 3.0
India 12.1 Algeria 10.0 Netherlands 5.6 Norway 2.7

Bangladesh 11.8 Cameroon 9.7 Ireland 5.0 Switzerland 1.8

Source: Radelet and Sachs (1998).

Effect C1b - Time Transport costs depend on the real time elapsed between origin and desti-
nation.

It is a standard feature that transport costs increase with distance between origin and des-
tination, since it is most costly, due to energy consumption among others, to deliver products
faraway than close by. This feature translates for instance into the negative elasticity of trade
flows with respect to distance, as sustained by any gravity estimation.

More recently, transport duration have also proved to be an important device. Indeed, modern
industries bear time-delivery constraints due to increasing flexibility, stock costs and “just-in-
time” inventory management practices. Evans and Harrigan (2001) support the need to consider
time as a crucial variable affecting trade costs, in addition to distance. Using panel data on US
apparel imports over 1991-1998, they find that the growth of high-replenishment goods imports
is significantly higher from nearby sources, as Mexico or the Carribean, than from anywhere
in the world (among which Asian countries), after controlling for labor costs and trade policy
variables. This shift would explain why those regions, now specialized in getting goods quickly to
the US, might experience higher wages, a premium that lean-retailing industries would accept to
pay to face the variability in final demand. The truism “time is money” may also encompass the
feature that an increasing proportion of trade nowadays includes high-value or perishable goods
that need secure and fast delivering associated with high freight and insurance costs. Besides,
final consumers may also be ready to pay a premium to avoid waiting. As an example, Hummels
(2001) estimates that traders would accept to pay 25% more for shipping goods to the US rather
by air than by ocean. Each additional day in ocean transit would reduce the probability that a
country exports to the US by 1% (all goods) to 1.5% (manufacturing goods), a premium that
far exceeds the savings realized on stocks inventory, break loading, or transit. These features
would explain the growing fraction of air shipped goods - from 7% in 1965 to 30% in 1998 for US
international trade - on routes where overland or ocean transports are still cheaper.

Hence, possibly linked to these time effects, the transport mode is another important deter-
minant of transport costs. This leads to the second criterion.

Criterion C2 - Transport mode The transport cost measure should depend on the transport
mode used, which is the combination of a transport infrastructure and of a transport vehicle.

Transport costs depend on the transport mode used because the characteristics of both the
infrastructure (road, rail, airports, or ports) and the vehicle used (truck vs car for road transport
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for instance) make it more or less efficient but also more or less costly. Using data accounts
from transport companies, Hummels (1999b) exhibits different time variations of transport costs
depending on the mode. For instance, air transport prices dramatically fell during the 1990s,
while ocean freight rates increased until the late 1980s and slowly declined afterwards.

Energy costs represent the first source of costs that vary across transport modes. Other
operating costs, as those related to the wages of vehicle operators / crew or to vehicle mainte-
nance share the same feature. Next, some fees are devoted to compensate for the infrastructure
construction and maintenance. Recent concerns about sustainable development also lead public
authorities to implement policies designed to correct environmental, insecurity, noise, and con-
gestion externalities and to promote the use of less polluting transport modes (LPG engine cars
for instance). This embodies in new norms or regulations, which affect the energy and operating
costs, but also resume in direct fees or taxes. Last, the market structure of the transport industry
also plays on transport costs differently across modes. For instance, the monopoly situation of
air carriers on some destinations may give them incentives to price discriminate across locations
or clients. The bargaining power of truck or plane drivers may also contribute to the existence
of high transport costs, as do also some informal barriers to entry erected by public authorities,
such as the ‘grandfathering’ way of allocating slots to these carriers. Thus, four kind of effects
underly criterion C2:

Effect C2a - Energy Transport costs depend on the cost of the energy used.

Effect C2b - Other operating costs Transport costs depend on the other operating costs, op-
erator wages among others.

Effect C2c - Taxation Transport costs depend on taxes and fees related to the use of the trans-
port infrastructure.

Effect C2d - Market structure Transport costs depend on the transport industry market struc-
ture.

Next, even both previous criteria considered (origin/destination, and transport mode), ship-
ping costs may still depend on the commodity transported, which leads to criterion C3.

Criterion C3 - Commodity The transport cost measure should depend on the commodity trans-
ported.

Indeed, the nature of the commodity makes it more or less expensive to transport. This may
be due to specific freight and insurance charges related to the quality or price of the transported
item, but also to its perishable nature, the extent to which it has been processed, its solidity,
liquidity, dangerousness, or size. Hummels (1999b) finds that industries that bear the highest
transport costs are for instance Cork and wood, Inorganic chemicals, Paper and paperboard, Non
metallic minerals, Iron and steel, and Rubber manufactures. Average freight rates computed over
all industries are shown to range at the lower band of transport costs. According to Hummels
(1999b), aggregating transport charges across industries would therefore underestimate the true
magnitude of shipping costs due to composition effects. Similarly, Bernard et al. (2002) also
show that transport costs depend on industries, as their variations across time, as presented in
Table 2: Transport costs are higher among industries producing goods with a low value to weight
ratio, including Stone, Lumber, Furniture, and Food. Industries experiencing the largest decline
are skill and capital intensive, such as Industrial Machinery, Electronics and Transportation.
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Table 2: Import-Weighted Averaged Cif/Fob Bands by Industry and Time Period

Industry 1977-1981 1982-1986 1987-1991 1992-1996

Food 10.1 9.7 9.0 7.9
Tobacco 5.9 5.2 2.9 3.4
Textile 7.2 6.9 5.5 4.9
Apparel 8.6 7.6 6.1 5.0
Lumber 11.1 6.9 7.5 7.5

Furniture 9.4 8.6 8.4 8.2
Paper 3.9 3.1 4.4 5.6

Printing 5.9 5.5 5.1 4.9
Chemicals 5.9 4.9 4.9 4.1
Petroleum 5.2 5.1 8.4 8.4
Rubber 7.5 6.6 6.6 5.8
Leather 8.2 7.1 5.2 5.1
Stone 11.3 10.5 8.9 9.5

Primary Metal 5.8 5.3 5.1 5.2
Fabricated Metal 6.7 5.8 4.9 4.3

Industrial Machinery 4.0 3.9 3.0 2.3
Electronic 3.4 3.1 2.5 2.0

Transportation 4.5 2.6 3.1 2.3
Instruments 2.7 2.8 2.5 2.2

Miscellaneous 5.4 5.2 4.1 3.9

Source: Bernard et al. (2002).

Notice that criteria C1, C2, and C3 are not necessarily independent. For instance, transport
for some commodities may be more expensive (C3) because they need a specific transport mode
(C2), transport costs between two regions may be higher (C1) because one single transport mode
connects them (C2). However, one would find examples such as for instance criteria C3 is still
needed when criterion C1 and C2 are not enough to encompass all costs related to a particular
commodity.

Last, besides the valuable information embodied within a single and global measure of trans-
port costs, researchers and policy makers might find important to be able to isolate and predict
the impact of each component entering the calculation of transport costs. For instance, in or-
der to assess the impact of the energy policy on transport costs, one has to evaluate the share
of energy costs in total transport costs. In order to assess the role of transport infrastructure
improvements, one needs to isolate the impact of this specific element. This leads to our last
criterion.

Criterion C4 - Decomposability The impact of each component of the transport cost measure
should be recoverable.

Let us now study the various transport cost measures that are used in economic literature
and assess the criteria they actually satisfy.

2.2 Standard transport cost measures

Economists use four main families of transport cost measures: Uniform ad-valorem iceberg costs,
distance and geography related proxies, transport costs based on cif/fob value of imports and
exports, and real freight expenditures.

Uniform ad-valorem transport costs
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Following the widely used iceberg assumption, several empirical studies assume that transport
costs amount to a given proportion of the value of trade, namely 10 to 20%, as in Smith and
Venables (1988), Haaland and Norman (1992), Gasiorek, Smith, and Venables (1992), or Gasiorek
and Venables (1997). However, these studies assume that the fraction of the product absorbed
by travel does not depend on the specific origin and destination considered: Criterion C1 is not
satisfied. Other criteria are not fulfilled either, since it does not depend on the transport mode
or industry. It is therefore a fairly crude way of capturing transport costs.

Furthermore, Hummels (2002) points out that freight rates may combine both a per unit
element and a fixed part. Transport costs should therefore be positively related to commodity
prices, but would not be necessarily proportional to them as implied by the iceberg assumption.
Indeed, considering six-digit level data on freight expenditures for several importers (Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay, and the US), Hummels (2002) finds that freight rates, defined
as the ratio of total freight bill to shipment weight, are not linear in the value of the goods
shipped.

Transport costs based on distance and geography
There is a long tradition coming back to the first gravity approaches of trade flows assuming

that transport costs increase with the physical distance between origin and destination. Recent
studies1 that empirically investigate trade frictions furthermore assume that transport costs in-
crease with the crossing of borders and decrease with adjacency. This leads for instance to a
transport cost function Tij between origin i and destination j such as

Tij = δ1Distij + δ2Homeij − δ3Adjij , (1)

where Distij is the bilateral distance between i and j and Homeij and Adjij are dummy vari-
ables taking the value 1 if i and j are different geographical units and share a common border,
respectively. δ1, δ2, and δ3 are positive constants.

This kind of transport cost measure satisfies criterion C1 since it depends on both origin
and destination. The effect of distance is assumed to be non-linear, since discontinuity due to
borders and contiguity are simultaneously included next to distance. However, there are not
many reasons why borders or adjacency should matter in transport costs, other than the time
spent at the customs or the existence of trade taxes, which applies to international borders only.
Trade costs other than transport may matter, however, and justify to consider these variables2

in broader approaches of trade frictions, as detailed in Combes, Lafourcade, and Mayer (2002).
Nevertheless, we focus here strictly on the transport part of trade costs and we do not deal with
other trade costs.

Importantly, the distance used in such transport cost measures is, most often, geodesic dis-
tance between origin and destination geographic centers or main economic centers (for instance
capital cities in Redding and Venables, 2002a), or the sum of geodesic distances needed to go
through a transport hub for transboarding (for instance the nearest port in Limão and Venables,
2001). However, even in these last two examples, such proxies neglect fundamental features of
transport costs. In particular, real geography (the presence of mountains, rivers, oceans, or land-
locked areas) may induce great differences between real and geodesic distances. Even without
geographical obstacles, the structure of the transport network alone may have the same effect.
Thus, effect C1a playing on criterion C1 is usually imperfectly captured. Furthermore, the effect

1See, for instance, McCallum (1995), Helliwell (1996, 1997), Wei (1996), Wolf (1996, 1997), Head and Mayer
(2000), Hanson (2000), Redding and Venables (2002a,b), Eaton and Kortum (2002).

2And others as common language, number of migrants or firm connections within business groups.
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of time (effect C1b) is not taken into account, unless it is proportional to the distance. Last,
geodesic distance also fails to explain the variation of transport costs since it is a timeliness vari-
able. Criterion C2, C3, and C4 are not fulfilled either, this measure being neither transport mode
nor commodity specific, nor decomposable.

Radelet and Sachs (1998) and Limão and Venables (2001) show that adding to specification (1)
extra explanatory variables Xi and Xj that are country specific may partly correct for these draw-
backs. Radelet and Sachs (1998) find that trading with landlocked countries generate transport
costs (cif/fob measure presented below) 63% higher than trading with coastal economies. The
elasticity of transport costs with respect to distance is lower, a 10% increase in sea distance be-
tween traders leading to a 1.3% increase of transport costs only. Using World Bank data on the
costs of shipping a container from Baltimore to 64 different destinations around the world (among
which 35 landlocked countries), Limão and Venables (2001) estimate equation (1) (without border
effects) for 1998 including dummies indicating whether the country is landlocked or is an island,
and an infrastructure variable related to the scarcity of road, rail, and telephone networks. They
find that poor infrastructure of destination countries account for 40% of transport costs for coastal
countries and 60% for landlocked ones. Landlocked countries own infrastructure explains 36%
of the predicted transport cost. An infrastructure improvement from the 75th percentile to the
median is shown to be equivalent to a distance reduction of 3,466 sea km, or 419 land km. Using
a cif/fob transport cost measure as dependent variable leads to comparable results. For instance,
distance alone explains 10% of the transport cost variation only, compared to almost 50% when
the other geography and infrastructure measures are added.

Hence, this second type of transport cost measure appears to reflect real transport costs
only if geography and infrastructure variables characterizing origin and destination stand next to
distance in the specification. Furthermore, this might make this approach mode specific and partly
decomposable, which allows assessing the impact of infrastructure improvements for instance.
This is rarely done, however, and although recent studies such as Radelet and Sachs (1998) or
Limão and Venables (2001) turn towards these lines, distance and geography-related measures of
transport costs used in standard literature still remain crude.

Transport costs based on cif and fob values of trade
An interesting methodology has been developed to overcome some of the limits of the two

previous transport cost measures. As evoked above, the idea relies on comparing the value of
trade flows inclusive and exclusive of freight and insurance costs. These values are often reported
to national customs from both importers and exporters.

More precisely, the fob (free-on-board) value measures the value of an imported item at the
point of shipment by the exporter, as it is loaded on to a carrier for transport. The cif (cost-
insurance-freight) value is the corresponding imported item value at the point of entry into the
importing country. Therefore, it includes the cost of insuring, handling and shipping the item
to the importer border, being however still exclusive of custom charges. For instance, the IMF
Direction of Trade Statistics publishes transport costs margins obtained from cif/fob ratios for a
large number of countries and years, as reported in Table 1 above.

The cif/fob approach fully satisfies criterion C1 since it depends on both origin and destination.
It can also meet both criteria C2 and C3. For instance, Bernard et al. (2002) use data collected
by the US Bureau of Census on product-level US imports to compute cif/fob bands for different
industries as illustrated in Table 2 above. This source of data also serves as a starting point for
constructing the GTAP database (Center for Global Trade Analysis, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Purdue University) on cif/fob transport margins by industry. It would be also possible
to compute cif/fob bands by mode since information on how goods are carried (vessel, air or
ground transports) is available.
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The cif/fob measure does not fulfill all desirable properties, however. First, it does not make
it possible to recover the impact on transport costs of each characteristic of the transport mode
(effects C4a to C4d). As an example, this prevents from distinguishing in transport cost variations
the effect of energy savings from the effect of infrastructure improvements. More generally,
criterion C4 is not satisfied, which limits the study of transport policy implications.

Other drawbacks remain. First, the set of goods, countries, and transport modes that cif/fob
measures of transport costs cover is still incomplete, not including Europe and Japan for instance:
The GTAP global database crudely extrapolates the US cif/fob bands to all trade routes. Next,
long shipment costs may prohibit trade, leading to data selection problems, as the fact that high
transport costs routes may systematically involve goods among which transport costs are the
lowest. This would lead to underestimate the true magnitude of transport costs, even more since
extra costs incurred from the real origin to the country border and next from the other country
border to the final destination are generally not taken into account. This seems to be critical,
even if Limão and Venables (2001) claim that: “according to UN experts on customs data, the
fob and cif figures rarely measure actual border prices, instead measuring the prices at the initial
point of departure and final destination respectively.” Other technical problems may also arise
from the fact that, depending on the country, loading and unloading costs are included in cif
values or not. Finally, cif/fob values are usually gathered by customs. However, for instance
in Europe due to the completion of the free-trade market, customs do no longer do so. More
generally, cif/fob values are rarely available at the infra-country level.

Hence cif/fob transport costs have pros and cons but prove to be one of the best measure
available. Apart contributions quoted above, it has been widely used as for instance by Harrigan
(1993), Amjadi and Yeats (1995), Amjadi, Reincke and Yeats (1996), Amjadi and Winters (1997),
Feenstra et al. (1997), Baier and Bergstrand (2001), Djankov, Evenett, and Yeung (1998), Gallup,
Sachs, and Mellinger (1999), and Forslid et al. (2002).

Transport costs based on real freight and insurance expenditures
Very accurate data on real freight expenditures are sometimes reported. For instance, the US

Department of Commerce provides detailed freight expenditures supported by ocean, air, and land
transport companies, for importing to the US about 15,000 goods from anywhere in the world.
Similar data is also collected by customs of New Zealand and a few Latin America countries,
for less aggregated product classification (around 3,000 commodities) and without registering
transport modes.

Other sources might also provide high quality freight expenditure information. Most transport
companies indeed report their freight and insurance charges for accounts or regulation necessi-
ties. The World Air transport Statistics (WATS) reports for instance world-wide air freight
revenues and ton-km performed since 1955. The International Civil Aviation Organization pub-
lishes overviews of air cargo freight prices per kg for shipments between cities since 1973. The US
transborder Surface Freight database includes, for overland imports from Canada, the province
of origin, the entry port and the shipment mode (rail or truck). The United Trade Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) computes extra-shipments costs faced by specific countries
(from African landlocked countries to destinations in Northern Europe, East Asia and North
America, for instance).

One of the most advanced step towards gathering and analyzing such dispersed information
is due to Hummels (1999a,b), who provides stylized facts on the levels and variations of freight
expenditures coming from all previous data sources. For instance, using data from the US, New
Zealand and Latin America countries, Hummels (1999a) aggregates transport expenditures over
all trade partners, computes trade-weighted and unweighted real freight rates (as a percentage
of imports values), and underlies their important variations across industries, modes, or time, as
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already quoted above.

When available this direct measure of transport costs satisfies criteria C1 to C3. However,
as for cif/fob bands, it is still limited to some countries, goods, or modes, and do not allow to
distinguish between the different sources of transport cost variations (criteria C4).

Conclusions
Thus, though this recent progress, economists still lack of transport cost data, especially for

overland transports. This problem is even more accurate at the infra-country level for which
neither cif/fob bands nor real freight bills are available. Moreover, in Europe for instance, more
than 75% of regional trade is shipped through the road network, which makes this transport
mode still largely predominant but often neglected in the computation of transport costs. Gallup,
Sachs, and Mellinger (1999) emphasize that transport cost data “within countries, between the
hinterland and the urban areas” are scarce, researchers being left with distance proxies.

The methodology we propose in this paper is designed, among others, to overcome this last
problem. Since the methodology is not based on trade flow values but directly on the cost incurred
by carriers, transport costs can be computed at very low geographical scales, between cities for
instance. Moreover, criteria C1 and C2 are fully satisfied, since transport costs are computed for
each pair of origin and destination for a given transport mode.

Contrary to all other measures, criterion C4 is also satisfied, which is important in an economic
policy perspective. For instance, we compare in section 4 the impact on transport cost variations
of infrastructure improvements, of the vehicle technology evolution, of energy features, and of the
transport industry regulation, respectively.

The transport cost measure we develop does not depend on the commodity shipped, a criterion
(C3) possibly important, as underlined above. This issue is discussed in conclusion and some
possible directions towards such an extension are presented.

3 Generalized Transport Costs (GTCs): Methodology and data

We now detail the methodology we develop, and put it into practice for road transport by truck in
France at a detailed geographic level, even though it could be easily extended to other countries,
geographical levels, and transport modes.3

3.1 Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis

The data we present in this article provides the cheapest one way road transport cost between
any pair of the 341 French continental “Employment Areas” (EAs) in 1978 and 1998.4

This regional spatial nomenclature covers the whole French territory, thus corresponding to
both urban and rural areas. The average area spreads over 1,570 km2, which is fairly small,
equivalent to splitting the US territory5 in more than 4,700 units. These geographic units are
defined by the French National Institute of Statistics and Economics Studies (INSEE) on the basis
of the workers’ daily migrations. Given the number of areas, this territory division attempts
to maximize the coincidence between the people living and working areas, which makes this
nomenclature more relevant for economic studies than administrative definitions.

3Teixeira (2002) has already re-applied our methodology to compute road transport costs in Portugal at the
district level.

4Other years (1993, 1996) and geographical levels (95 “départements”) are available, although not presented
here.

5Without Alaska and Hawaii.
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The transport costs measure we build corresponds to Generalized Transport Costs (GTCs)
in the sense that both a distance and a time component are taken into account, which reflects
transport features, economic constraints, and policies. The concept of GTCs is not new. There is
a long tradition in the transport and geography literature to combine these two elements within
a single measure of transport costs (see, for instance, Botham, 1980, or Linneker and Spence,
1996), but this has not been implemented for an entire set of regions of a given country. This
original data set is the result of collaborations between the French Ministry of Transport, the
MVA Consultancy and Lafourcade (1998), and the authors. GTCs are based on a Geographic
Information System (GIS) implemented on the TRIPS transport modelization software. This
allows to connect a digitized transport network to the geographic coordinates of each geographic
unit, and then, to compute the best itinerary between every pair of these units.

The transport network we use consists in road transport links, we call from now on “arcs”,
of six different types (r = 1, ..., 6): Toll and free highways, 2/3-lane national roads, single lane
national roads, secondary roads, and urban roads (in which are also included bridges and tunnels).
Points linking arcs are called “nodes”. We compute and connect the geographic barycenter of
each region, also called its centroid, to the closest nodes thanks to artificial arcs. These arcs are
added to the network definition and assimilated to urban roads. TRIPS finally extracts from the
set of all itineraries joining each pair of centroids, the one that minimizes transport costs. Each
EA being assimilated to its centroid, this leads to the inter-regional matrix.

Transport costs along a particular arc are function of both a distance and a time-related
part. By reference to the vehicle chosen, a 40-tons container articulated truck, considered as
representative for industrial goods shipped by road, we define the following reference costs:

• For each type of arc, r = 1, ...6, a cost per km, cr, that includes gas, tires, maintenance and
repairing charges associated to the reference vehicle, as well as highway tolls if any.

• Regardless the arc type, a time opportunity cost per hour, f , which includes driver’s wage,
insurance premium, taxes and security contributions paid by road carriers, as well as the
depreciation cost incurred for renewing the truck. f is a time opportunity cost. It cor-
responds to the amount saved when an itinerary one hour shorter than another is used,
resulting in increased work time and business output for the carrier.

Next, let dar (tar , respectively) denote the distance (travel-time, respectively) needed for
connecting the extreme nodes of an arc of type r, ar, given the truck average speed for the
corresponding type.6 The total distance and time costs incurred when connecting the centroids
of regions i and j using itinerary I are given by

DistCij =
∑

ar∈I

crdar and TimeCij = f


 ∑

ar∈I

tar + tl


 , (2)

where tl is the time devoted to load and unload the truck. This last term is equal to twice thirty
minutes in our implementation on France.

Last, if Θij denotes the set of existing routes between regions i and j, the GTC corresponding
to the cheapest itinerary is

675km/h for highways and 2/3-lane national roads, 55km/h for single lane national roads, 50km/h for secondary
roads, and 30km/h for urban roads, except in the Île-de-France (IDF) EAs where speeds have been reduced by
30% to compensate for congestion costs on this specific areas where the traffic is huge.
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GTCij = min
I∈Θij

(DistCij + TimeCij) . (3)

Notice that in order to underline how crucial is the consideration of all of these elements
within a single measure of transport costs, we compare GTCs with geodesic distances, minimal
real distances, and minimal real times. These last two measures are given by

Distij = min
I∈Θij

∑

ar∈I

dar and Timeij = min
I∈Θij


 ∑

ar∈I

tar + tl


 . (4)

Hence, this methodology allows to compute GTCs that satisfy criterion C1, since they depend
on both the real distance and time incurred. Since GTCs are computed for a given transport
mode, they also satisfy criterion C2. Last, criterion C4 is also fulfilled. For instance, by using a
different transport network but holding reference costs constant, one isolates the infrastructure
improvement effects on transport costs. And similarly if, for instance, the transport network
remains unchanged, but the energy price is modified, thus changing the cost per km. The next
sections makes more precise the data we use to implement this methodology on France.

3.2 Road transport networks

Road transport networks for 1996 and 1998 have been provided respectively by the SETRA7 and
the MVA Consultancy. The 1978 digital network has been retropolated from the 1996 digitized
network by comparison to the National Geographic Institute (IGN) paper road maps. Arcs that
did not exist in 1978 have been deleted from the 1996 network and, more importantly, the type
of many other arcs whose capacity had been upgraded since, has been modified.

Figure 1-left gives an insight of the digitized road network used in 1998. As an example of
the infrastructure development during the period, Figure 1-right only draws the arcs that have
been created or improved between 1978 and 1998.

Two main features emerge from Figure 1. First, the road coverage of the French territory is
very good, any region benefiting from a dense transport network. Besides, the network structure
is conditioned by the French physical geography: For instance, the “Star” structure of the highway
network, which is centered around the largest city, Paris, and the lower number of highways in the
Massif Central (Middle-South) and in the Alpes (South-East), due to the presence of mountains.
Second, important infrastructure improvements have been made during the period of study. More
precisely, Table 3 give the variations between 1978 and 1998 of the numbers and length of each
arc type.

The total number of arcs and the distance covered have slightly increased between 1978
and 1998. By contrast, the distance covered by 2/3 lane roads has doubled during the period,
mainly at the expense of single lane national roads, which decreases by around 8%. Distances on
secondary roads remained stable and urban roads were slightly extended. Hence, the transport
infrastructure improvement is mainly oriented towards an important increase in the road quality,
and therefore, in the average speed8.

7Bureau of Technical Studies on Roads and Highways, Road Direction of the French Ministry of Transports.
8This also improves security, which is not taken into account in the GTC, however.
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Figure 1: French Road Network in 1998 (left) and Arcs Improved Between 1978 and 1998 (right)

Table 3: 1978-1998 Variations of the Number and Length of the Network Arcs

2/3 lane roads
Toll Highways Free Highways National

1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆%

Number 174 331 90.2 192 294 53.1 253 357 41.1
Dist. (km) 2,970 6,104 105.5 1,128 2,163 91.8 1,948 3,509 80.1

Single lane roads
National Secondary Urban All roads

1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆%

Number 1355 1255 -7.4 827 828 0.1 1681 1736 3.3 4482 4801 7.1
Dist. (km) 21,587 19,897 -7.8 16,111 16,082 -0.2 13,384 14,299 6.8 57,128 62,053 8.6

∆%: 1978-1998 variation in %.
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3.3 Reference transport costs

GTCs depend on the cost per km, cr, and on the time opportunity cost, f . Tables 4 and 5 report
the values and variations over 1978-1998 of the components that are taken into account in each
of these costs.

Table 4: Components of the Distance Reference Cost

2/3 lane roads
Toll Highways Free Highways National

1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆%

Cons. (l/100km) 37.0 28.9 -21.9 37.0 28.9 -21.9 41.0 32.0 -21.9
Price (/l) 0.62 0.50 -19.4 0.62 0.50 -19.4 0.62 0.50 -19.4

Fuel cost 23.0 14.6 -36.5 23.0 14.6 -36.5 25.5 16.1 -36.9

Tire cost 7.21 3.66 -49.2 7.21 3.66 -49.2 7.21 3.66 -49.2
Repair cost 28.4 10.4 -63.4 28.4 10.4 -63.4 28.4 10.4 -63.4
Tolls 11.7 12.9 10.3 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total cost 70.3 41.5 -41.0 58.6 28.6 -51.2 61.1 30.2 -50.6

Single lane roads
National Secondary Urban

1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆% 1978 1998 ∆%

Cons. (l/100km) 49.0 38.3 -21.9 49.0 38.3 -21.9 50.0 39.1 -21.9
Price (/l) 0.62 0.50 -19.4 0.62 0.50 -19.4 0.62 0.50 -19.4

Fuel cost 30.5 19.3 -36.7 30.5 19.3 -36.7 31.1 19.7 -36.7

Tire cost 7.21 3.66 -49.2 7.21 3.66 -49.2 7.21 3.66 -49.2
Repair cost 28.4 10.4 -63.4 28.4 10.4 -63.4 28.4 10.4 -63.4
Tolls 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total cost 66.1 33.3 -49.6 66.1 33.3 -49.6 66.7 33.7 -49.5

Levels in 1998 €/100km. ∆%: 1978-1998 variation in %.
Sources: DAEI-SES, CNR, INRETS, and authors’ own computations.

As regards the cost per km, cars manufacturers have reacted to the oil crisis by developing
new engines and eliminating obsolete vehicles. Dealing with the governmental measures on energy
savings, carriers have also implemented new strategies such as training geared towards economical
driving. Both led to a sharp decrease of the average road fuel consumption, from 44.8 l/100 km
1978 to 35.7 l/100 km in 1998. Besides, fuel prices have also been subject to significant fluctuations
summing up in a significant net decrease, including both direct fuel price changes9 and new fuel
taxes regulations10. The net outcome of both consumption and price effects is that fuel costs
widely decreased during the period, by around 37% on average.

Moreover, the development of maintenance contracts by automobile concessionaries and tech-
nological innovations in the transport equipment industry led to a decrease of carriers’ tire and
repairing charges. Highway tolls slightly increased during the period in order to compensate for
the increase of the regional development tax11 and to better charge heavy-goods vehicles their
real contributions to the operating costs of highway concessionaries.

All things considered, variations affecting these components led to a reduction of the cost per
km lying between 41% to 51%, depending on the road class.

9The oil price sharply climbed before the 1980s and fell after 1984.
10As the Tax on Value-Added (TVA) paid back to carriers since 1982, or the increase of the Interior Tax on

Petroleum Products (TIPP).
11This tax, devoted to a regional development fund, is paid by highways concessionaries on each km of the

network conceded.
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Let us study now the components of the time opportunity cost, f , which are given in Table 5.

Table 5: Components of the Time Opportunity Reference Cost

1978 1998 ∆%

Driver’s wage (/year) 39,891 29,806 -25.3
Driver’s accommodation costs (/year) 7,873 7,774 -1.30
Insurance (/year) 5,822 4,069 -30.1
General charges, Taxes (/year) 23,081 16,441 -28.8
Truck renewal cost (/year) 27,451 17,500 -36.3

Total time opportunity cost per year 104,118 75,591 -27.4

Total time opportunity cost per hour 43.4 31.5 -27.4

Levels in 1998 €/year (200 work hours/month basis) or 1998 €/hour. ∆%:
1978-1998 variation in %.
Sources: DAEI-SES, CNR, INRETS, and authors’ own computations.

As regards the time cost component, truck driver’s wage and other expenses variations reflect
the deregulation context of the road transport industry in the 1980s. Indeed, the suppression
of both licence quotas for entering the road transport market or using vehicles on long routes,
and the price liberalization of road transport services12 led to the deepening of competition and
to drastic reduction in firm costs. Changes in the national insurance system, as, for instance,
the suppression of the premium on heavy-goods vehicles, also lowered the corresponding budget.
Everything considered, the time opportunity cost also experienced an important reduction of
27.4%.

Table 4 shows that traveling on some arcs is more expensive than on others in terms of distance
cost. The same holds for the time cost, since speeds differ across arc types. However, cheapest
types according to both criteria are not the same. Table 6 computes the total cost obtained from
adding distance and time reference costs, considering the speeds on each arc.

Table 6: Total Reference Costs
1978 1998 ∆%

Toll highways 128.2 83.5 -34.9
Free highways 116.5 70.6 -39.4
2/3 lane national roads 119.0 72.2 -39.3
Single lane national roads 145.0 90.6 -37.5
Secondary roads 152.9 96.3 -37.0
Urban roads (without IDF) 211.4 138.7 -37.0
Urban roads (IDF) 273.4 240.4 -12.1

Levels in 1998 €/100km. ∆%: 1978-1998 variation in %.
Equivalent distance cost/100km = distance
cost/100km + (time cost/hour ÷ speed) × 100.

Both distance and time costs taken into account, the cheapest arcs types are free highways
and 2/3 lane national roads. Toll highways are more expensive but less than single lane roads.
The highest total reference cost is incurred on urban roads. Therefore, time gains due to higher
speed on 2/3 lane roads overcompensate higher fuel costs due to higher consumption on single

12The government regulated the road market access since 1934 and price for shipping goods since 1961 to limit
competition between carriers and modes.
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lane ones, unless tolls have to be paid. This confirms the intuition that carriers would prefer to
use free highways or 2/3 lane national roads than other roads when they are available, and toll
highways than single lane roads which correspond to a frequent alternative.

All underlying costs of GTCs strongly decreased in France during the period of study: By
27% for the time opportunity cost, by around 50% for the cost per km, and by more than 33%
as regards the total distance-related cost. Thus, even if the network had not been improved, one
could have expected a decrease in GTCs. However, as previously seen, the road network has also
been significantly improved. The next section analyzes under these both lights the GTC decrease
that occurred in France across the 1978-1998 period.

4 Generalized Transport Costs in France, 1978-1998

We analyse now the differences across regions in average GTCs. Section 4.1 deals with levels
and section 4.2 with variations between 1978 and 1998. Both are systematically compared to
three other standard transport cost measures: Minimum real distance and minimum real time,
the calculation of which also requires a GIS analysis but no reference costs, and the simplest
measure, geodesic distance. Using the decomposability property of GTCs, Section 4.3 concludes
with a comparison of the different sources that drive the decline of GTCs in France over the
1978-1998 period.

4.1 GTC vs geodesic distance, real distance and time: Levels

Figure 2-left depicts the unweighed average GTC incurred from any EA to all other ones (including
itself) in 1998.13 A first striking result is the clear core-periphery pattern of GTCs across France.
GTCs monotonically decline towards the periphery from a center located between the geographic
center of France and the transport network center, the Paris area (̂Ile-de-France). The spatial
gradient is large: Average GTCs for the highest GTC regions are twice higher than for the lowest
ones.

Maps of the regional average of the three other transport cost measures, minimum real time,
minimum real distance, and geodesic distance, present similar core-periphery patterns.14 Indeed,
as shown by Table 7, correlations between average GTCs and alternative measures are extremely
high in levels.

Table 7: Correlations between Transport Cost Measures, Levels 1998

Real Time Real Distance Geodesic Distance

GTC 0.988 0.995 0.972
Real time 1 0.976 0.951
Real distance 1 0.983

All values significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.

It is interesting, however, to refine the comparison by plotting the ratio of the average GTC
over each alternative measure. This gives an idea, for each region, of the error experienced when
the alternative measure is used in place of the GTC.

13The average value per region is first normalised by the national average and then plotted with a multiplicative
scale of 100, in order to allow for comparisons between measures and to better reveal spatial inequalities.

14They are available upon request.
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Figure 2: Average GTC (left) and Average GTC vs Average Real Time (right), 1998

For instance, Figure 2-right shows that using the real time instead of GTCs would overes-
timate transport costs as regards central and North-West regions and, on the contrary, would
underestimate transport costs for South and East peripheral regions. Île-de-France, although
belonging to central regions, stands as an exception. Indeed, due to congestion that decreases
average speeds and increase travel time in this specific area, GTC exceeds real time there, due to
the extreme density of highways on which total cost per km is lower than the average.

These patterns are reversed when using the real distance, as appears in Figure 3-left: Real
distance underestimates transport costs for central regions (̂Ile-de-France excepted) and overes-
timates them for peripheral ones.

Hence, the real distance gradient appears to be higher than the GTC one, whereas the real
time gradient is lower. Thus, in both cases, not using GTCs induces significant errors. Biases are
reversed for center and periphery, and also reversed for distance and time.

Using geodesic distance is even worse than real time or distance. As can be seen on Figure 3-
right, the bias is less systematic, the map being more patchy than previous ones. Errors are also
larger on average and results can be widely different for some regions. For instance, as regards the
Nice EA which is located in the South-East corner of France, the average GTC is overestimated
by real distance, but underestimated by geodesic distance. Due to the presence of mountains, in
order to go from Nice to the center of France for instance, one needs to drive through Avignon
that is located much more on the West than the geodesic line: This is taken into account by
the real distance measure but not by the geodesic one. By contrast, both measures leads to
comparable results for Brittany (North-West) or for Pyrenees (extreme South-West) EAs. These
areas are located at the periphery of France but no geographical barriers prevent from driving
from these regions to other ones, making real and geographic distances more substitutes. This
underlines the need to use real measures of distance instead of the geodesic one when the physical
geography of the country is uneven.
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Figure 3: Average GTC vs Average Real Distance (left) and Average GTC vs Average Geodesic
Distance (right), 1998

Hence, we show that differences between GTCs and alternative transport cost measures exist.
However, correlations between real distance, time, or geodesic distance are high, which should
make them good substitutes in cross-section studies. Differences in terms of variations across
time are much more dramatic, however, as detailed in the next section.

4.2 GTC vs geodesic distance, real distance and time: Variations

The decline of average GTCs between 1978 and 1998 is of considerable magnitude, equal to -
38.2% on average. At the other extreme, and by definition, the geodesic distance does not vary
across time: This measure is therefore useless to encompass transport cost variations across time.
The real distance between regions varies across time, but only very slightly, by -0.5%. This is
consistent with the fact that the total number and length of roads only marginally increase during
the period (see Table 3). Since the average speed increases between 1978 and 1998 due to the
road quality improvements underlined in section 3.2, the average time declines more during the
period, by -6.5%.

The average variation of any alternative measure is therefore far from the average decrease of
GTCs and strongly underestimates it. The other question is whether these alternative transport
cost measures correctly predict spatial differences in transport cost variations. As usual, geodesic
distance is useless in this respect, since the absence of variation is uniform across space. Table 8
gives the spatial correlation between GTC, real distance, and real time variations.

First, correlations between variations, presented in Table 8, are significantly lower than corre-
lations between levels given in Table 7. The correlation between GTC and real distance variations
is 0.48 only, which is particularly low compared to the 0.995 correlation obtained on levels. Not
only real distance variations strongly underestimate GTC ones on average, but spatial differences
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Table 8: Correlations between Transport Cost Measure, Variations 1978-1998

Real time Real distance

GTC 0.85 0.48
Real time 1 0.33

All values significantly different from 0 at the 1% level.

are not correctly respected either.
Real time variations is a better proxy for GTC ones. The correlation is fairly high, 0.85, even

if this is also lower than the 0.988 correlation obtained on levels. The difference between real
time and distance also translates into the low correlation between their variations (0.33).

Another way to assess such results consist in mapping the spatial patterns of the 1978-1998
variations for these three different measures of transport costs. The map of the geodesic dis-
tance variation would be uniform, confirming this measure as the worst. By contrast, the GTC
variations fluctuate significantly across space, as observed on Figure 4.

Figure 4: 1978-1998 Variations of Average GTC

The difference between extreme GTC variations is of 7.2 % points. Moreover, network effects
play in the sense that contiguous areas often share similar GTC variations, which reveals spatial
auto-correlation. For instance, the decrease is more important than the average in the western
part of France (Brittany and South-West), whereas it is lower as regards the East and the South-
East regions. The EAs alongside the Paris-Lyon-Marseille highway, which was built before 1978,
show lower decreases.

Figure 5 shows that the spatial patterns of the real distance (left) and time (right) variations
are different from the GTC one. The real distance variation is not only small on average as seen
above, but also no real trend appears across space, apart a slightly stronger declines in Brittany
(North-West) and Languedoc-Roussillon (Middle-South). Conversely, real time variations much
better match GTC variations. The higher correlation observed in Table 8 between these measures
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clearly reflects on maps.

Figure 5: 1978-1998 Variations of Average Real Distance (left) and Average Real Time

This section leads therefore to two main conclusions. First, the GTC decrease across time is
much larger than the real time decline and even more than the real distance one, while geodesic
distance does not vary at all. Next, spatial differences in the real time variation better match
GTC variations than the real distance ones do. The next section tries to answer two subse-
quent questions. What are the main determinants of the strong GTC average decline across the
1978-1998 period: Infrastructure improvements, fuel price decrease, technology improvements, or
regulation devices? Next, which of these determinants shape the spatial pattern of the GTC vari-
ation? We show that determinants are not the same in both cases, which has strong implications
for transport policy.

4.3 Sources of the GTC decrease

Transport policy decisions condition both time and distance components of GTCs, not in the
same way however. For instance, technology and fuel costs mainly drive the cost per km, market
structure, governmental regulations or fiscal policy directly affect the time opportunity cost, while
infrastructures work on both of them.

In order to assess which transport policy has the strongest impact on GTCs, this section
simulates the GTC variations that would have occurred under four different scenarios. Each of
these scenarios isolates one particular component of the GTC. Scenario 1 deals with infrastructure
improvements, ceteris paribus: We compute the GTC variation that would have occurred if
the 1998 network had replaced the 1978 one, but all reference costs had kept their 1978 value.
Similarly, scenario 2 deals with fuel price only. This is also simulated ceteris paribus, all other
determinants being hold unchanged, the road network in particular. Finally, scenario 3 and
4 isolate variations in technology (fuel consumption, tire, repair, and truck renewal decreasing
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charges) and deregulation (driver’s wage and accommodation costs, insurance, general charges
and taxes savings), respectively.

Note that the deregulation scenario, scenario 4, includes the evolution of drivers’ costs that are
less directly linked to a regulation device than insurance or tax levels for instance. Their decrease
is due to the competition increase on the road transport market, however, itself resulting from
the removal of some barriers to entry. This is the reason why we include such variations in
this scenario. Conversely, changes in fuel taxes could have been also considered in scenario 4.
However, they are not distinguishable from other fuel price effects (changes in petroleum taxes or
oil companies mark-up strategies), and their nature is really different from structural reforms of
the transport industry characterizing scenario 4. Thus, they are considered in scenario 1 dealing
with fuel prices.

Maps of Figures 6 and 7 depict GTC variations under the four scenarios. Under scenario 1,
we focus on the transport cost reduction that arises from the development of new road infras-
tructures only, the role of which has been emphasized for decades by European regional policies,
in France more particularly. As seen in Section 3.2, important efforts have been put into the
development of high-speed roads the length of which has doubled. However, twenty-one years of
road infrastructure improvements would have yield, ceteris paribus, a 3.3% decrease of average
GTC only. Thus, new or improved infrastructures do not drive the 38.2% decrease in GTCs.

On the other hand, an interesting result stems from Figure 6-left that plots the decline in
GTCs under scenario 1. The spatial variations of the GTC decline appears to almost perfectly
match the real GTC variations that are plotted on Figure 4. This is confirmed by the correlations
between the variations under each scenario, which are given in Table 9. The correlation between
the real GTC variations and the variations under scenario 1 is 0.95, which is the highest. Thus,
we reach the important conclusion that, all other things considered, infrastructure improvements
do not reduce drastically GTCs, but do determine their spatial shape.

Figure 6: GTC 1978-1998 Variations, Scenario 1 (left) and Scenario 2 (right)
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The mid-1980s are characterized in France by an important move towards deregulation in
the road transport industry: Abrogation of the road compulsory freight rates and license quo-
tas, wages and maintenance cost reductions due to growing competition driven by the market
free-entry, insurance tax reform on freight transport allowances. The effects of this deregula-
tion context, isolated under scenario 4, are completely reversed to those induced by scenario 1.
Deregulation alone would have induced the strongest average decline in GTCs, equal to -21.8%,
representing more than 66% of the total real GTC decline. By contrast, the map depicting
scenario 4 (figure7-right) is really different from the real GTC decrease map. The correspond-
ing correlation given in Table 9 is much lower than other ones, equal to 0.16, even if it is still
significantly positive. Under scenario 4, largest declines in GTC are experienced in peripheral
regions, while average GTC decreases less in central ones: Ceteris paribus, deregulation lessens
the core-periphery pattern of GTC.

Figure 7: GTC 1978-1998 Variations, Scenario 3 (left) and Scenario 4 (right)

In terms of average GTC decline, the fuel price variation alone, isolated in scenario 2, induces
a 3.5% reduction in GTCs. Therefore, as infrastructure improvements, this plays a minor role
in France over this particular period. In terms of spatial pattern, regions where the fuel cost
reduction has the strongest impact meet partly the locations where infrastructure improvements
also have the strongest effect, and vice-versa. This reflects in the 0.38 correlation of scenario 1
variations with scenario 2 ones, while this correlation is non significant between scenario 1 and
scenario 4 for instance. Thus, in most cases, scenarios 1 and 2 have self-reinforced during the
period. However, exceptions appear, as for regions surrounding Île-de-France. They have not
benefited so much from the fuel price decrease even if infrastructure improvements significantly
impacted on them, maybe because they correspond to the initially lowest GTC regions.

Scenario 3 emphasizes the strong transport cost reductions induced by technological progress
from which transport activities have benefited over the past two decades: Tire savings due to the
quality improvements of both asphalt and production proceeds, fuel consumption and depreciation
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savings thanks to economical driving and new truck engines. Technological progress alone would
have led to a 11.8% GTC decrease on average, which makes this factor the second most important
after deregulation. Similarly to the fuel price impact, variations under this scenario globally
match those of infrastructure improvements. Therefore, they self-reinforce, apart for Île-de-France
regions. This is confirmed by the highly positive correlations given in Table 9 between GTC
variations under scenarios 1, 2, and 3.

Table 9: Correlation between GTC 1978-1998 Variations under Different Scenarios
Sc. 1 Sc. 2 Sc. 3 Sc. 4

Real 0.95 0.60 0.64 0.16
Sc. 1 (Infrastructure only) 1 0.38 0.44 0.05*
Sc. 2 (Fuel Cost only) 1 0.86 0.40
Sc. 3 (Technology only) 1 0.01*

Note: *denotes not significantly different from 0 at the
1%level.

Besides, spatial variations in GTC decline under scenarios 2 to 4 share an important feature.
They are much smaller than under scenario 1, corresponding to infrastructure improvements. For
instance, the coefficient of spatial variation15 are 13, 30, and 70 times higher under scenario 1
than under scenarios 2, 3, and 4, respectively. This explains why regional differences in terms of
real GTC decline are mainly driven by infrastructure improvements, even if the average impact of
this factor is low, while deregulation and technology improvements do not really play on regional
differences in real GTC decline.

Hence, on the one hand, the mid-1980s deregulation of the road transport industry appears
to be the main source of transport cost decline over the 1978-1998 period simultaneously with
technological progress. In terms of regional differences, deregulation alone would have reduced
the gradient of the French core-periphery structure, and therefore induce a catch-up of peripheral
regions in terms of average GTCs. However, on the other hand, deregulation does not explain
at all the spatial pattern of the real GTC decline, which is shown to be linked to infrastructure
improvements, even if, and by contrast, these alone do not greatly affect GTCs reduction. Thus,
there would be a complementarity between factors linked to reference costs and factors associated
with transport infrastructures. In France between 1978 and 1998 at least, deregulation and
technology control for the magnitude of the GTC decline while infrastructure improvements
conditions the spatial distribution of GTC gains. Notice that, by contrast, the impact of fuel cost
variations that are small is minor. If magnified, they could play the same role as deregulation or
technology, however.

Therefore, regional policies, whose preferred instrument has consisted for decades in transport
infrastructures, would not strongly affect the magnitude of transport costs per se but would shape
their spatial distribution, at least if there exist other sources that drive their reduction. In other
words, new infrastructures would be useless without the decline of underlying transport costs.
Some of these costs are possibly under the control of government, but are not always meant in such
a purpose. For instance, increased competition in the transport industry due to liberalization is
generally designed to reduce price distortions. Monetary incentives to technology improvements
are devoted to reduce fuel consumption and therefore carbon dioxide emissions, for environmental
reasons, and to relax economic dependence, in a political purpose. This paper shows that both of

15Spatial standard-error divided by mean.
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these policies appear to be very efficient tools for significantly reducing transport costs, at least
in light of the French 1978-1998 experience. Infrastructures are left with the role of targeting the
regions where one wants the effects to be the strongest.

5 Conclusions

The possibility of distinguishing in transport policies which ones have the strongest impact on
transport costs, as we have just illustrated, is probably the main contribution of the transport
cost measure we present in this paper. Furthermore, if these generalized transport costs do not so
much differ, in levels, from more crude transport cost proxies as geodesic distance, real time, or
real distance, implications completely differ in terms of variations across time. Using such data
therefore appears to be a must when one moves from static analyzes to dynamic ones.

We show that the GTC decline has been huge in France between 1978 and 1998, close to
40%. Whether this better regional access would induce higher growth in peripheral regions is
another question that lies beyond the scope of this paper. Indeed, as recent results in economic
geography show, reducing average transport costs might deepen employment and income regional
inequalities. Empirical validations of these kind of results are still in infancy. Importantly, they
are almost all based on crude measures of transport costs, as for instance in the recent structural
estimations of the monopolistic competition economic geography model by Hanson (1998) for the
US, or Redding and Venables (2002a) and Redding and Schott (2002) at the world level. Their
is no doubt, however, that the kind of data presented and analyzed in this paper should extend
the study of transport policy implications in such frameworks.

Section 2 details the properties that a good transport cost measure should meet. The GTCs
we compute does not satisfy one of them, corresponding to criterion C3: GTCs do not depend
on the good shipped, since they consist in the costs of driving one representative truck from one
region to another. First, notice that the GTCs we built correspond to a specific mode (road)
and vehicle (truck), which applies to some goods only. Furthermore, in this class of goods, if one
knows the number of units that can be loaded in the truck, the GTC per unit shipped actually
does depend on the good. The more voluminous the good, the higher the GTCs. Next, if one
incurs extra costs due to special packaging for instance, as for fragile goods, those can be directly
added to the GTC per unit, which again easily makes it dependent on the good shipped.

Combes and Lafourcade (2001) choose another strategy in such a purpose. They develop an
economic geography model designed to explain the spatial concentration of economic activities in
France. In this model, interregional transaction costs are simultaneously origin, destination, and
good dependent. Combes and Lafourcade (2001) assume that this theoretical transaction cost is
proportional to the GTC computed for France, the factor of proportion depending on the good.
Next, this factor of proportion is structurally estimated for each good. These estimates being
positive and significant, a GTC measure that satisfies criterion C3 is finally obtained.

Clearly, the methodology we present will be fully useful once implemented for other countries
and transport modes. As for many other data, the challenge is now to get homogenous data
sets that are comparable across countries and not unique and specific to one of them. Our
methodology appears to be easily replicable, actually, since this has been done at low costs by
Teixeira (2002) for Portugal (and road transport).
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